“Julie is an absolute inspiration”
Jo Pavey, 10,000 meter European Champion 	
  

Are you held back in life or business by fears and
worries about how others perceive you? Or perhaps
you are concerned about the health of the nation, in
the grip of this so-called obesity epidemic and want to
be part of the solution?

Julie has found a unique way of including everyone
in her mission to tackle obesity and inactivity in the UK
with her Too Fat to Run?
campaign without the need for fat shaming or
playing the blame game.

In her range of inspirational and funny keynotes, Julie
will help audiences realise that the only thing holding
them back is a fearful mind-set.

Julie uses her personal experience of going from 20
stone beer guzzling, cheesecake eating couch
potato to multiple marathon runner and plus size role
model. She also speaks on the following related
subjects.

She shows how a simple change in perception is all
that’s needed to shrink a big fat problem down into
something much less scary, and you sure as hell don’t
need to be perfect to start.
Through her extraordinary story Julie demonstrates how
impossible, is in fact achievable – with just a bit of
creativity and the right coping tools to deal with crap
that life throws at you.
She uses the metaphor of long distance running to
help women break through their blockages so they
can be the best versions of themselves whatever their
challenge.

Key Take Aways (obviously not the fast food variety)

•
•
•

How we are perceived by others is often more to do with
how we feel about ourselves and that is within our control
Obesity is not the killer its made out to be, rather sustained
inactivity, loss of control and unhappiness is
Nothing is out of your reach if you follow Julies “Go The
Distance” motivation system

•

Setting Big Fat Stupid Goals
How to achieve massive goals that will
surprise the hell out the non-believers, and ways to channel
negative energy into forward momentum so you too can
become an unexpected leader

•

The Elephant in the Room
Exploring the role that women play as leaders in the so called
war on obesity. Finding innovative health solutions that inspire
individual and collective change.

•

Getting to the start line
How women can thrive in male dominated environments by
shutting up, signing up and then showing up relentlessly.
We can ooze femininity while maintaining strength and
integrity and all without jeopardising our health or happiness

•

Using the F word in business
How being authentic and true to yourself can lead to
business success and personal fulfilment in a world where we
are so widely scrutinised and told to conform. Expect to hear
all the F words our mothers warned us not to say.

•

Curiosity killed the FAT
Exploring the concept of food overwhelm that is felt by many
by investigating the big fat lies that the diet industry and
media feed us and instead looking at the idea of intuitive
eating and finding your true hunger.

Julie is a member of the
Professional Speaking Association
and Global Speakers Federation

Julie Creffield is the founder of The Fat Girls Guide to Running blog
and TFTR plus size fitness community where she has captured the
imagination of the world by inspiring thousands of inactive
women from all over the globe to take up running. She not only
helps overweight women to survive and then thrive in the sport
she helps health organisations and local authorities to find
sensible yet innovative solutions to the obesity and inactivity
challenges we all face.
Julie is on a mission via #OneBigFatRun a global virtual 5K and a
range of online programmes to help 1 million overweight women
start up running and knows she needs to get into the hearts and
minds of many more women than this to hit her ambitious target.

I come across many speakers in the "speaker
circuit" but Julie was an instant winner! She's
down to earth, says it like it is and has a real
passion for the 'F' word! I would have no
hesitation to recommend her as a
motivational speaker. Stella Fehmi, Regional
Director of The Athena Network
We need more people like you who are
making a real difference on the ground, not
just people who produce more reports and
consultations Baroness Tanni Grey Thompson,
GB Paralympian
Julie’s light hearted approach to various
situations that she has experienced was
refreshing and uplifting and it gave our staff a
sense of renewed responsibility for their
health and well being, and that of
colleagues.	
  Sonia Crozier, Deputy Director
National Probation Service
Great talk from Julie at the Festival of Female
Entrepreneurs, she is an entertaining, inspiring
and hugely approachable character who
had us on our feet within minutes. Kim Talbot,
Leadership Development Swansea University

Most recently you will have seen Julie on ITV’s This Morning show
where she has been getting the nation moving with her
#5weeksto5k programme.
She delivers one day running retreats in the UK called Fat Girl Run
Clinics, has a range of Too Fat to Run branded merchandise
available via her website and is the author of 5 popular health and
fitness books on Amazon.
As an East Londoner Julie has a unique cheeky chappy, let’s cut
the crap style which holds no bars, and her disastrous running and
life tales will have you in stitches. So if you are looking for a speaker
to inspire, entertain but most of all plant a seed of “What if?”
amongst your audience then Julie really is your girl.

Book Julie to Speak
Email: julie@toofattorun.co.uk
Tweet: www.twitter.com/fattymustrun
Poke: www.facebook.com/thefatgirlsguidetorunning
Connect: http://uk.linkedin.com/in/juliecreffield/en
Find out more: www.toofattorun.co.uk
Or let’s do it the old-fashioned way
Office: 0208 221 1589 Mobile: 07961 374 772
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Julie’s passion and engagement is very
contagious. Since September I'm 3 stones
lighter, changed my lifestyle and I now jog 3
times a week. Ewa Ambrosius, Design
Engineer at Thomasons
We weren’t offered a mountain to climb, we
were just given the inspiration to go for our
own personal goals in a really positive way
and to be excited about that journey. Isla
Baliszewska, business Coach
Julie’s a great motivator who understands
her audience and facilitates a supportive,
nurturing environment.
Deborah Ramshaw, Head of Procurement at
Bond Dickenson
You have been amazing and I can’t thank
you enough, you believed in me when I
couldn’t believe in myself. Francesca
Kennedy,
ITV’s ‘Run for your life’ Participant
	
  
We are facing a fitness and weight crisis in
the UK. Yours is such an upbeat and
approachable idea for running that it cannot
fail to strike a chord with the public. Rob
Walker, Sports Commentator
Julie gave such a great speech, thoughtful,
thought provoking and motivational and she
delivered it brilliantly with a well deserved
standing ovation at the end. Esther
Thompson, founder of Tea Huggers

